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Michael Brennand-Wood is internationally regarded as one of the most innovative and in-
spiring artists working in textiles. He has occupied a central position in the research, origina-
tion and advocacy of Contemporary International Art Textiles. A defining characteristic of 
his work has been a sustained commitment to the conceptual synthesis of contemporary 
and historical sources, in particular the exploration of three-dimensional line, structure and 
pattern. He has persistently worked within contested areas of textile practice, embroidery, 
pattern, lace and recently floral imagery. Sites, which offer unbroken traditions, cross cultur-
al interventions and a freedom to work outside the mainstream. He believes that the most 
innovative contemporary textiles emanate from an assured understanding of both textile 
technique and history.

Michael has explored and developed his own techniques inventing many new and imagi-
native ways of integrating textiles with other media.

Examples of Michaels work can be seen in major public, corporate and private collections 
worldwide including the Victoria and Albert Museum, the 21st Century Museum of Contem-
porary Art, Kanazawa and National Gallery of Australia, Canberra. He won The Creative 
Concept Award in 1987 and The Fine Art Award in 1989 at the International Textile Competi-
tion in Kyoto, followed by the first RSA Art for Architecture Award 1990.



Artist Statement
Restored and Remixed is a title indicative of reinvention, the maintaining and reimagin-
ing of an idea via the employment of additive and subtractive process. Within music and 
textiles restoration, remixing and recycling are primal activities. Splicing, cutting, editing, 
patching, erasure refer in equal part to both sound and textile composition. My interest in 
the past revolves around its interpretation within the present; each successive generation 
reinterprets those ideas that have the closest affinity with their own time. The precursor to 
creativity is selection; the works in this exhibition are formed in part by the integration of 
existing materials and objects. I’m interested in how we build an idea, via the choices we 
make, at what point the familiar evolves into something new and unexpected. My fascina-
tion with older, previously experienced materials is that they contain a cultural, evocative 
visual DNA that allows an echo of past lives to drift into the present.

Sleeve Notes
I’ve always been interested in the connections between art and music; there is a definable 
creative soundtrack to the work I make. I’ve never made anything when I haven’t been 
listening to music. The book Forever Changes (itself a musical quote) was often referred to 
in it’s planning stages as the MB-W box set. The selection of work for the book resulted in the 
finding of several relatively unseen pieces, works that in many ways were signposts to new 
creative spaces. Restored and Remixed is a dip into the archive, a collection of outtakes, 
hidden tracks, new mixes and singles, a selection of personal favorites, seldom seen and 
lovingly compiled by The Scottish Gallery.

Left: Design for limited edition tote bag





Restored and Remixed, 2012, carpet, acrylic, machine embroidery, 110 x 148 x 4 cms
Photo Phil Sayer
£7000

Restored and Remixed

I’d read a story in my teens about an artist who lived and painted in a rented apartment. At a 
certain point he noticed that the carpeted floor was covered in paint splashes. Fearing the 
landlord, he resolved to make the accidental look intentional by painting the floor, so the marks 
blended in to the existing pattern. Over a period of time the room took on a brighter and infinitely 
more positive dimension. Many years later I’d travelled down to Bath to pick up a Suzani cloth I’d 
bought from a dealer. In the course of our conversation he mentioned that they routinely painted 
a worn carpet to hide the worn pathways, not in any duplicitous way but simply to extend the life 
of the rug.

It therefore became inevitable that I’d seek a carpet to work with and so began the search for 
a worn, faded challenge. I’ve become increasingly interested in the idea of a textile that talks to 
a textile. I see myself as part of an unbroken textile tradition and one that doesn’t recognize any 
borders. I eventually sourced a carpet and began work on it, in the studio shortly before Christmas 
2011. Decisions were made to restore, possibly enhance but not to radically change the remnants 
of the existing colours. It took around two weeks to restore; I painted every knotted, pixel mark by 
hand at relatively close quarters. Each day I’d choose a collection of music and begin work as I 
nursed it back to life. I developed a tremendous respect and empathy for the people that had 
made the piece, I’d spend hours wondering what a certain shape or symbol had been derived 
from; the composition was equally perplexing what was the rationale behind the organization of 
the field patterns? The experience was in many ways a form of visual meditation, the carpet a 
portal to a journey into the past. Above all it was a beautiful creative missive from one world to 
another.

At a certain moment the idea of introducing the space invaders into the field pattern became 
inevitable as a comment on resource led warfare, the annexing of territories and the destruction 
of unfamiliar cultures. I don’t know who made this carpet; I’d like to think that as one maker to an-
other I extended its life and in some small way contributed something positive towards a respect 



Gilt Trip - Spoonful 2006
Machine embroidered blooms, wire, cutlery, resin and acrylic on wood base, 82 x 82 x 4 cms
£1900

Gilt Trip – Spoonful one of the largest of the Field of Centres series. The confectionary colour 
and embedded spoons are a celebration to the joys, danger and attraction of food. In many 
ways another variation on the Pretty Deadly concept, of that which initially attracts but hides 
an alternative meaning, in this case a celebration of over indulgence. I’m interested in the 
construction of visual Venus flytraps, there is still, unfortunately so much prejudice levied at a 
use of colour, stitch and patterning. At a certain point it seemed prudent to use beauty as a 
means to attract, whilst delivering a stealth concept that slowly emerged as the viewer 
engaged with the work.







Phial Bodies, 2008 machine emroidered blooms, wire, glass, acrylic, fabric, thread, glass tile on wood panel, 
90 x 55 cms. 
Photo Peter Mennim
£7000

Phial Bodies is clearly a reference to the book by Evelyn Waugh, Vile Bodies. I made the glass 
shapes at North Lands, Creative Glass at Lybster in the far north of Scotland. In 2006 I’d run a 
master class that looked at the relationship between textile and glass construction. Watch-
ing the blowing of hot, viscous, glowing, glass proved to be an endlessly fascinating although 
quietly terrifying activity. One of my favorite paintings is Hieronymus Bosch’s Garden of Earthly 
Delights, I’ve always been fascinated by the surreal figures hermetically trapped in the glass 
tubes. It’s a painting so far ahead of its time that even today it still appears visionary. Phial 
Bodies is an equally strange garden, the flower heads are literally faces projecting into space.



Sweet Jaine 2007
Machine embroidered blooms, wire, pencils, copper, resin, fabric, thread, acrylic and glass on wood base.
90 cm diameter x 60 cm deep. 
Photo Jo Low
£7000

Sweet Jaine’s is based upon an American Arena seating plan, arenas are of course, places where 
events unfold. As with a great many of my works there’s a multiple reading to be experienced 
and certainly a plurality of starting points to be registered. Conceptually the building of any idea 
uses a diverse collection of sources, in the case of Sweet Jaine, Indian Jaine painted maps, The 
Velvet Underground, counter culture protest and the suppression of peaceful ideals with violence. 
Sculpturally the form, echoes the centre of an enlarged flower head, pencil petals and seeds as 
mines, The insertion of my blooms into the stamen barrels is a clear reference to Kent State and 
the placing of flowers into soldiers guns on 60’s campuses as a peaceful sign of protest. I wanted 
the work to be a beautiful meditation on intransigence.







Facebook, 2011, metal, wire, badges, acrylic on wood base, 50 x 40 x 15 cms
Photo Peter Mennim
£1500

A playful, visual response to the never-ending march of social networking, in this case embryonic 
starlets literally emerge from a book into space. An Icon to those people that fear disconnection 
and invisibility.



A Question of Colour 2004
machine embroidered blooms, paint tubes, maps, wire, beads, glass, fabric, nails and acrylic on wood 
panel, 60 x 60 x 7 cms. 
Photo Phil Sayer
£1800

The first sighting of the Paint Tube People, A Question of Colour clearly makes reference 
to the judging of people via the colour of their skin. So many conflicts are still based upon 
this irrational and fearful indicator of difference. Symbolically, the work makes reference to 
the invasion of territories, the strategies of warfare and the evidence of conflict. If you kill a 
Paint Tube Person they bleed a certain colour, it’s the reverse of what transpires in reality, 
our bloods the same but our outer skins are different. 







Flower Head-Narcissistic Butterfly, 2005
Machine embroidered blooms, mirror, wire, photographs, beads, fabric, thread and acrylic on wood panel, 
60 x 40 x 40 cms. 
Photo Peter Mennim
£3500

Flower Head – Narcissistic Butterfly, conceptually the work references the implied relationship 
between the floral and human head. Each individual embroidered flower has at its centre a 
human face, preserved at the end of a flexible wire. A bunch, cast, of political and media 
characters. Sculpturally the form refers to the exotic, tiered pincushions into which hatpins 
were once stored. The Embroidered flower is a 20th century snapshot, analogous to a pre-
served butterfly, in a museum case, a reflection of someone who has ceased to exist. I was 
also interested in the term ‘Pinhead’ a derogatory critique of certain people in society, in this 
context; Pinhead is deliberately ambiguous referring to both people and the preservation of 
insects. Our Leaders, those people who represent us have an unfortunate sense of their own 
self-importance a desire to be seen and constantly photographed at their best, the mirror is a 
literal reflection of their narcissism and our fascination with other peoples media lives.



Trophy 2010
Machine embroidered blooms, wire acrylic, resin, metal, shell, beads, badges and collage on wood base. 
Photo Peter Mennim
£800

Shell Shock references the relationship between warfare and the commemoration of death, via 
colourful floral tributes. The form echoes the shell or mine shape out of which explode a collection of 
faux Military cap and uniform insignia, graphic encapsulations of campaign history that are sewed 
or pinned to the body. The vessel forms is constructed from barbed wire toy soldiers coiled around a 
central metal core, suggestive of both a vessel and a spent shell casing.







Shell Shock 2009
machine embroidered blooms, wire, toy soldiers, acrylic on wood base, 30 x 30 x 50 cms
Photo Peter Mennim
£600

I’d been buying used ammunition for a while, mostly they were small and without the sharp front 
section. The perception of shells as phallic was I thought a somewhat over used analogy but on 
being given the shell in Trophy, I couldn’t stop thinking, that there may well be a truth in the state-
ment. The choice of velvets, blooms and beads, the round circus big top form were a deliberate 
attempt to create an object that celebrated both sexual and destructive urges.





Gilt Trips - A Shattering Effect, 2004-05, machine embroidered blooms, fabric, mosaic and acrylic 
on wood base, 41.5 x 41.5 x 8 cms
Photo James Austin
£800

Gilt Trips

I made a series of smaller works for a solo exhibition in Amsterdam of which these 2 works were part. 
I used the opportunity to experiment with a fusion of materials and ideas that were in themselves a 
composite of several different sources. Specifically the Stars Underfoot photographs and the Field 
of Centers, machine embroidery and collage reliefs. Within both there was a clear relationship to 
cellular, generative processes, imagery that shifted and evolved over an expanse of time. For the 
first time I began work on around 18 pieces, at exactly the same time. I’d move around the studio 
and experiment from piece to piece. I found the process extremely liberating, in that it seemed to 
enhance both chance and risk. Somewhere in my mind I kept thinking of the circus performer who 
spins the plates on the flexible poles, trying to keep everything going, it’s a perfect metaphor for my 
creative process.



Gilt Trip - High and Dry 2004-05
machine embroidered blooms, fabric, beads and acrylic on wood base.41.5 x 41.5 x 8 cms
Photo James Austin
£800
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1. Out of My Head - Feel Flows, 2013
    21 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidery, sand, printing blocks, beads, paper on wood  £400
2. Out of My Head - Dark Side, 2013
    26 x 33 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, printing blocks, paper on wood  £400
3. Out of My Head - Side Effects, 2013
    22 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, printing blocks, paper on wood  £400
4 Out of My Head - Mind Flip, 2013
    21 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, Beads, printing blocks, paper on wood  £400
5. Out of My Head - The Wonder, 2013
    25 x 33 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, printing blocks, resin, paper on wood  £400
6. Out of My Head - Machinations, 2013
    31 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, printing blocks, paper on wood £400   
7. Out of My Head - Awakening, 2013
    21 x 21 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, fabric, beads, paper on wood  £300
8. Out of My Head - Flash Back, 2013
    26 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, printing blocks, paper on wood  £400
9. Out of My Head - Altered State, 2013
    32 x 35 x 3 cms, embroidered blooms, acrylic, printing blocks, beads, paper on wood  £450
10. Out of My Head - The Dreaming, 2013
    26 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidery, metal, printing stamps, sand on wood  £450
11. Out of My Head - Lost and Found, 2013
    26 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidery, acrylic, metal, resin, sand, beads on wood  £450
12. Out of My Head - Consequences, 2013
    21 x 31 x 3 cms, embroidery, acrylic, metal, printing stamps, sand, coins on wood  £450

Out of My Head

I believe fabric is territory and cloth is skin, Out of my Head is a new suite of 12 Iconic, primal, 
facial places, islands of experience, that hint at the multiple personalities hidden within. As with 
all good maps there’s a series of visual landmarks and clues to be followed.
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Out of My Head - MC Not Squared, 2013, 18 x 35 x 3 cms, embroidery, acrylic, beads, printing 
stamps on wood. 

This piece will be auctioned for Marie Curie at The Scottish Gallery Fashion Dash on the 30th of 
April. Please contact The Gallery for more information.





Floating Mystics

Like most people of a certain generation I’d read The Doors of Perception by Aldous Huxley. 
There was always a lot of interest and talk about the pursuit of enlightenment. Beyond a certain 
point you began to develop a certain skepticism towards the latest, and increasingly slightly, 
mad idea. In the intervening years I’ve often mused over the proliferation of self-help books that 
litter any bookshop. A psychiatrist I met in Australia once told me that a large percentage of 
his patients were the result of the anxiety caused by people having no definable belief system 
anymore. As religious beliefs have changed people have become more and more adrift, the 
resultant vacuum’s the perfect breeding ground for increasingly esoteric ideas as to who and 
where we come from and perhaps most importantly where are we going? The Floating Mystics 
may well be part of the solution or part of the problem, the choice is yours.

Floating Mystic - On the Road to Enlightenment, 2013, 24 x 27 x 3 cms, embroidery, acrylic, 
sand, beads, fabric on wood  £290



Floating Mystic - Inner Thoughts, 2013, 26 x 26 x 3 cms, embroidery, acrylic, sand, beads on wood  £250



Floating Mystic - The Great Divide, 2013, 26 x 26 x 3 cms, embroidery acrylic, sand, beads, fabric on wood
£250



Primal - Abducted by Aliens, 2013, 24 x 22 x 3 cms, embroidery, acrylic, plastic, resin on canvas  £250



Rosette, 2012, 31 x 40 x 3 cms, embroidery, acrylic, sand on wood  £1100



Out of My Head - Assignation, 2013, 40 x 43 x 2 cms, embroidery, acrylic, wire, beads, resin on wood  £700







Forever Changes

An exhibition curated by June Hill, documenting Michael Brennand-Wood’s 
practice over 40 years. Touring exhibition originated by Ruthin Craft Centre, 
Wales.

Forever Changes features many previously unseen, new and important works 
with the emphasis very firmly on the ideas behind each piece. The exhibition 
includes works from the past 40 years including installation, sculptural, relief, 
studio and commission works. The collection of work chosen represents the 
significant moments spanning his artistic life – a visual biography of Brennand-
Wood’s career to date.

A beautifully presented 200 page book accompanies this touring exhibition.

The exhibitions continues on from the Dovecot, Edinburgh to the Burton Art 
Gallery & Museum from 9 March to 19 April 2013.




